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Using Minitab

Chapter 2: Descriptive Statistics and Box Plots

Here we use some sample data from a fictitious grade book for 24 students. The columns (variables) are
Student ID, Gender (M/F), and the scores on three exams. The rows (cases) correspond to each student. We
will calculate individual statistics using the Calc menu, a collection of descriptive statistics for each exam
using the Stat menu, and create box plots for each exam using the Graph menu. Each topic has its own page.
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• Calculate a specific statistic using the Calc menu

I have the three test scores for each student. Suppose I want to calculate the average (mean) test score
for each student and put this in its own column. To do this, I use the Calc menu as follows.

After clicking OK you get the new column inserted directly into the data. You can give it a title,
description, and prescribed number of decimals by right-clicking on C6.
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• Get a collection of Descriptive Statistics from the Stat menu

Suppose now I want to get a collection of descriptive statistics for each exam. To do this, I use the Stat

menu.
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• Box Plots

Now I want to create side-by-side box plots to compare the distribution of scores from each exam. To
do this, I use the Graph menu.
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• Getting Started

When you start Minitab a main Project Window opens. Within this window, there are menu bars, two
windows that are displayed, and one that is minimized at the bottom of the Project Window. A typical
start-up scenario is depicted below but you can resize and reposition the windows to your liking.

– The Main Menu Bar is at the very top of the Minitab window. Each item provides a menu of
options.

∗ File: Contains options for opening and saving worksheets and projects.

∗ Edit: Contains options for copying, pasting, cutting, deleting.

∗ Data: Contains options for manipulating the data.

∗ Calc: Contains many standard and not so standard calculator functions.

∗ Stat: Contains many of the statistical tests used in inferential statistics. One of the nice
things about Minitab is that you can perform these tests on raw data or by inputting the
appropriate summarizing statistics.

∗ Graph: Contains an impressive collection of graphing options.

– The Session Window displays output generated by tasks performed via the menu options.

– The Worksheet Window displays the data. You can enter it data directly into this window or
load it from other sources such as Excel.

– The Project Manager Window starts off minimized in the lower left corner. It contains folders
and directories to help you navigate various parts of the project. It also displays information about
the types of variables included in the worksheet.
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• Creating, Importing, and Manipulating Data

1. You can enter data using the keyboard by clicking on the Worksheet window. The variables are
delineated by column and each row depicts a case of that variable.

columns = variables
rows = cases

2. You can load data by clicking on File → Open Worksheet. A window then opens to help you
select the file to open. The default format is .MTW (for minitab worksheet) but you can also
search for Excel, text, Quattro Pro, and data (.dat) files. If you import from another format make
sure to follow the columns = variables and rows = cases format.

3. Once you have your data entered you can click on the Show Info button i to work with the
data. In Minitab there are only three types of variables: Numeric (N), Text (T), and Date/Time
(D). You can change the format or description for any variable by right-clicking on the top of the
column.

4. If you want to change any of the information regarding a column of data you can right-click on the
column and select Column or Format Column to change the description or the format respectively.


